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This paper proves a conjecture of C. St. J. A. Nash-Williams giving necessary 
and sufficient conditions for an arbitrary countable system of sets to have a 
transversal. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let B = (Bi j i E 1) be a system of subsets of X indexed by the set I. We 
write ( B ( = j I j to denote the cardinality of the system. A transversal of 
B is a l-l function @ : I -+ X such that Q(i) E BJi E 1). The element @p(i) 
is called the representative for the set Bi in the transversal @ and 
(O(i)1 i E Z> 
is a system of distinct representatives of B. For Y _C X, let 
denote the subsystem of B containing all those members of B which are 
subsets of Y. In any transversal of B, the representatives for the members 
of B(Y) are distinct elements of Y and so an obvious necessary condition 
for the existence of a transversal of B is that 
I Yl 2 IB(Y)l (VYCX). (1.1) 
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A well-known theorem of P. Hall [5] (proved in an equivalent formulation 
by D. Konig [6]) asserts that (1.1) is also sz.&cient for the existence of a 
transversal of B if 
IBI <No. (l-2) 
M. Hall [4] extended this result by showing that (1.1) is sufficient also in 
the case when ( B I is arbitrary and 
j Bi 1 < N,(V~EZ). (1.3) 
One of the finiteness conditions (1.2) or (1.3) is essential for this result. For 
example, the system B = (B, I n <wj, where 
B, = (0, 1, 2,...}, B, = {n - l}(l < II < w), 
satisfies (1.1) but does not have a transversal. R.A. Brualdi and E.B. 
Scrimger [2] and J. Folkman [3] and D.R. Woodall [9] independently 
gave stronger conditions than (1 .l) which are both necessary and sufficient 
for the existence of a transversal of B in the case where 
is satisfied. But even for this special case the conditions of [2, 3 and 93 are 
fairly complicated and the general problem remains unsolved. 
Recently, C. St. J.A. Nash-Williams [8] stated conditions which he 
conjectured to be necessary and sufficient for the existence of a transversal 
of a system B which satisfies 
/B/ <No, (1.5) 
and in this paper we verify his conjecture. 
We give a brief indication of the intuitive ideas behind Nash-Williams’ 
conjecture described more fully in [8]. Let B be any system, not necessarily 
countable, and suppose B does have a transversal. Then (1 .l) holds and 
the difference 
mdY)=l Yl -IW)/, (1.6) 
if meaningful, measures the number of elements in Y which are left over 
after choosing representatives for those members of B which are subsets 
of Y. These “spare” elements may be used to represent members of B not 
in B(Y). Of course, the difference / Y I - / B(Y)/ is meaningless in the case 
when I Y / = I B(Y)/ > N, . Following Nash-Williams, define m,(Y) by 
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(1.6)inthecasewhenI Yj <k$,andputm,(Y)= coifj Yj >Xo.Then 
Hall’s condition (1.1) is equivalent to the condition 
m,(Y) 3 0 (VY 5 X). 
We are interested in obtaining an estimate for the number of elements of Y 
which are left over after choosing representatives for the members of 
B(Y), the “margin” of Y as it is called in [8]. Nash-Williams considered 
mO(Y) to be a first approximation to this “margin”, and he suggested 
replacing m, by a sequence of successively more and more demanding 
margin functions m, for ordinals 01. The idea is illustrated by describing 
the step from m, to m, . 
Suppose f is a function defined on the subsets of X with values in 
(0, il, 12 ,..., i co}. If Y C X, we define &(Y, f) to be the set of all 
sequences T = (T, 1 n =C OJ) such that 
To C Tl C ... _C T, C ... CY= (j T,, (1.7) 
n<w 
f(Tn) =f(T,) < co (n = 0, 1, 2 ,... ). 
Let Y C X, T = (T, 1 n < w) E &(Y, m,). Thens F s,(T) = m,(T,,) < co. 
Let d(T) denote the number of indices i E I such that 
B,_C Y, Bi e T, (Vrz <co). (1.8) 
Each T, is finite by the definition of m, , and, if Q, is any transversal of B, 
the number of “spare” elements from T,, is at most s. The representatives 
in Q, for the members of B satisfying (1.8) must also be distinct elements of 
Y and, in view of (1.7) we should have d(T) ,( s,,(T), and then the number 
of “spare” elements from Y is at most s,(T) - S,(T) d(T). Accordingly, 
Nash-Williams defines the function 
ml(Y) = * . 
i 
if &(Y,mJ= 0, 
TE$m,j MT) - 4T)) if d(Y,m,) # izr. 
It is almost obvious that a necessary condition for the existence of a 
transversal for B is that 
ml(Y) 3 0 (VYZX). (1.9) 
This is stronger than (1.1) since m,(Y) 3 ml(Y). More generally, mrr+l is 
obtained from m, in a similar way to that in which m, is obtained from m, 
and, for a limit ordinal CZ, m, is defined by putting 
m,(Y) = &$ ms( Y). 
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This defines the sequence of functions nz,(o1 E On) by transhnite induction 
so that 
It is not difficult to show (Theorem 1) that the condition 
%(Y)>O (VYCX;VolEOn) (1.10) 
is necessary for B to have a transversal. In fact one can show (Lemma 3.1) 
that if !Z is the first uncountable ordinal, then m,(Y) = m&Y) for 01 > Q 
and so (1.10) is equivalent to the single condition 
m2(Y> 2 0 (VY c X). (1.11) 
Our main result (Theorem 2) is that, as conjectured by Nash-Williams, 
(1.11) is also sufficient for the existence of a transversal provided (1.5) 
holds. 
In Section 7 we give two examples. The first shows that (1.11) is not 
sufficient for the existence of a transversal of an uncountable system B 
even though the members of B are countable, i.e., 
I Bi I < 5, (Vi E I). (1.12) 
The second gives, for each a < 0, an example of a system B for which (1.5) 
holds and 
m,(Y) > 0 (VY c X), wx+dm < 0. 
This shows that Q cannot be replaced by any smaller ordinal in condition 
(1.11). 
In Section 8 we show that the weaker condition (1.9) is both necessary 
and sufficient for the existence of a transversal of B provided (1.4) and 
(1.12) hold. (This easily implies another conjecture of Nash-Williams [8] 
that (1.9) is necessary and sufficient for the existence of a transversal of B 
if (1.4) and (1.5) hold). The condition (1.9) is not equivalent to either of 
the conditions of [2], [3] or [9] since the conditions given in those papers 
apply to any B satisfying (1.4), whereas the family B = <B, 1 a < l&, 
with 
Rx = {d(a < sz>, & = @ I B < Q;2), 
having a single uncountable infinite member satisfies (1.9) but does not 
have a transversal. 
58=/v/s-6 
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2. NOTATION 
Greek letters denote ordinal numbers; in particular, w is the first 
infinite ordinal and Q is the first uncountable ordinal. On denotes the 
class of all ordinals. The ordinal 01 is the set {/I ) 6 < a} of all smaller 
ordinal numbers. Capital letters denote sets and bold type capitals denote 
systems of sets. Properly speaking, a system of sets B indexed by Z is a 
function, a set of ordered pairs, (<i, Bi)l i E Z}, but we shall write simply 
B = (BE j i E Z). Some of the familiar terminology of set theory is abused 
by applying it to systems of sets. For example, we say B is a member of 
B = (Bi 1 i E Z) and write B E B, if B = Bi for some i E I. The cardinality 
of B is [B[ =jZ(. Let B=(B,/~EZ), C=(c,lj~J) be two set 
systems. We say that C is a subsystem of B and write C C B if and only if 
there is an injection f: J + Z such that Cj = B,(,)(j E .Z); in this case we 
write B - C to denote the subsystem (Bi [ i E Z - f(J)>. The two systems 
B and C are equa2, B = C, if there is a surjection f: J---f Z such that 
Cj = Bf(j); equivalently, 
B=CeBCC&CCB. 
In view of this we can unambiguously define the sum of two systems 
B = (Bi j iEZ) and C = (Cj I~EJ) to be 
where Z, J’ are disjoint sets, Dk = B,(k E I), Dk = C,c&k E J’) and g is a 
surjection from J’ onto J. If P is a set and B = (Bi / i E Z) is a system, we 
define 
B\,P = (Bi - P 1 i E Z), BuP=(B,uP~~EZ). 
If a is an infinite cardinal number, we sometimes write a = co. Also, we 
define n - cc = - cc if n is an integer; as usual, -cc - cc = -co. The 
symbol co - co will not occur. The letters s, p, q, k denote numbers in the 
set Z = (0, &l, f2 ,..., *co}; other small latin letters (unless specifically 
stated otherwise) denote nonnegative integers. Thus, p < co means that 
p E Z - {co}, and n < w means IZ E (0, 1, 2 ,... }. 
A transversal of the system B = (Bi / i E Z) of subsets of X is a l-l 
map @: Z + X such that Q(i) E Bi(Vi E Z). We sometimes call @p(i) the 
representative of the member Bi of the system. Let Trans(B) denote the set 
of all transversals of B. For @ E Trans(B) and J _C Z we write Q(J) = 
{@( i)i j E J}. The number of elements of X not used to represent a member 
of B in the transversal @ is denoted by 
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If J C 1, then as usual CD r J denotes the restriction of @ to J. We also 
write B i’ J to denote the subsystem (Bi j i E J) of B. 
A tower under the set Y is a system T = (T, ( n -C o) such that 
TO L Tl c .a. c T, C .a. CY= u T,. 
n<w 
Letfbe a function defined on the subsets of a set X with values in Z. Then, 
for Y $ X let &( Y, f) denote the set of all towers T = (T, 1 n < w) under Y 
for which 
f(Tn> =fVo) < 00 (Vn < 0~). 
Let B = (Bi / i E 1) be a system of subsets of X. For Y C X and J C 1 we 
putJ(Y)={iEJI&CY}andB(Y)=Br1(Y). If T=(T,jn<o> is 
a tower under Y _C X, then we define 
F(T, B) = (i E Z j(3n < w)(Bi C T,)) 
D(T, B) = Z(Y) - F(T, B), 
d(T, B) = I WT, @I . 
In most situations there will only be one system B under consideration and 
then we shall usually omit reference to B and simply write F(T) instead of 
F(T, B) etc. 
We now define the margin functions of Nash-Williams, m, for 01 E On, 
by transfinite induction on 01. As before, let B = (Bi ( i E Z) be a given 
system of subsets of some set X. We define m,( Y, B) = m,(Y) E Z for 
Y C X as follows. 
Case 1. a = 0. Put 
I YI - I B(Y)1 ma(Y)= ice if IYl<co, if jY]=co. 
Case 2. cx is a limit ordinal. Put 
m,(Y) = kf mo( Y). 
Case 3. a=fl+ l.Put 
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where J-&(Y) = &(Y, m,) and 
dV = ms(T,> tn < w) 
for the tower T = (T, I II < w) E J&(Y). This clearly defines m,(Y) E Z 
for or EOn and YCX. 
The following facts (2.1)-(2.8) about these margin functions are imme- 
diate consequences of the definition. 
m~+dY) <P < ~0 3 (IT E =%Y))MT) - d(T) <P). (2.1) 
-co < ms+l( Y) < cc * (3T E &(Y))(m,+,(Y) = s,(T) - d(T)). (2.2) 
g d 01 s- %( y> < m(Y). (2.3) 
If Z is regarded as a topological space in which + co and - cc 
are the only limit points, then, for a fixed set Y _C A’, m,(Y) is a 
continuous function of o1 which maps On into 2 (because m,(Y) 
is monotonic by (2.3)). (2.4) 
If cx is a limit ordinal and m,(Y) > -co, then there is /3 < 01 
such that m,(Y) = m,(Y) (because Z is discrete except at i co). (2.5) 
For Y 2 X there is 01 = CL(Y) < !S such that m,(Y) = mn(Y) 
(because a monotonic O-sequence in Z is ultimately constant). (2.6) 
If mB+l( Y) = ms( Y)(VY C X), then 
m,(Y)=m,(Y)(VY5X&Vy >P)). (2.7) 
m,(Y, B) = m,(Y, B(Y)) (VY _C X) (that is, in calculating the 
margin m,(Y), the only members of B which are relevant are 
those which are subsets of Y). (2.8) 
We write B E 9’(a) if and only if 
m,(Y) 3 0 (VYC A-). 
BY (2.3), 
(2.9) 
3. LEMMAS FOR THE MARGIN FUNCTIONS 
In this and the next two sections B = (Bi I ieI) denotes an arbitrary 
(fixed) family of subsets of a given set X. 
LEMMA 3.1. Ifp > a and Y_C X, then ms(Y) = m*(Y). 
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Proof. In view of (2.3) and (2.7) it will be enough to prove that 
%+1(Y) >, mm WY c Xl. (3.1) 
If WZ*+~( Y) = co, then (3.1) holds trivially. Therefore, we may assume that 
mn+I(Y) < co. Suppose m&Y) < p < 00. By (2.1) there is a tower 
T(p) = T = (T,} E J&(Y) such that 
sn(T) - d(T) <P. 
By (2.6), for each n < w  there is 01, < 52 such that mu,(T,) = mn(T,) = 
sa(T). Let a(p) = supnccw 01, . Then, by (2.3), 
MT,) = so(T) for 4 P> < y d Q. 
Now let a* = sup?, a(p). Then 01* < Q and 
ma8+dY> G &-OX P)) - d(T( P)) < P. 
This holds for everyp such that mn+l(Y) <p < 0~. Therefore 
ma*+dY) B mo+dV. 
Now (3.1) follows since, by (2.3), 
m(Y) G m,*+dY) G m0+dY>. 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
The following lemmas are all proved by induction on 01. 
LEMMA 3.2. If o! E On and m,(X) < 00, then I X j < N, . 
Proof. Case 1. OL = 0. Then m,(X) < co implies that Xis finite. 
Case 2. 01 is a limit ordinal. Then there is /3 < 01 such that ms(X) < CCJ 
and hence 1 X 1 < K, . 
Case 3. 01 = p + 1. By (2.1), if m,(X) < co, there is a tower 
T = (T,) E G&(X) such that ms(T,J < 00. By the induction hypothesis 
each T, is denumerable and hence so is X = UT, . 
LEMMA 3.3. Let B be a system of sets that satisfies 
m,(Y, B> > -4 (VY c X) 
for someJixed h < o. Let B’ C B and Y C X. Then 
m,(Y, B’) > m,(Y, B). (3.2) 
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Proof. Case 1. OL = 0. The inequality follows from the fact that 
I JW’)l G I W’)I . 
Case 2. 01 is a limit ordinal. Then by the induction hypothesis, 
m,( Y, B’) = jnz ms( Y, B’) > inof mB( Y, B) = m,( Y, B). 
Case 3. 01 = /3 + 1. If m,(Y, B’) = co, there is nothing to prove, 
Suppose m,(Y, B’) < co. Let m,(Y, B’) < p < co. Then there is a tower 
T = (T,) E ds(Y, B’) such that m,(T, , B’) = s < 03 and 
s - d(T, B’) <p. 
By the induction hypothesis and (2.3) it follows that 
-h < ms(T, , B) < ms(Tn , B’) = s. 
Hence there is an infinite set of integers J such that 
mo(T,, , B) = s’ < s(Vn E J) 
and the subtower T’ = (Tj 1 j E J) E &(Y, B). Since D(T, B’) C D(T’, B), 
it follows that 
m,(Y, B) < s’ - d(T’, B) < s - d(T, B’) < p. 
This is true for anyp > m,(Y, B’) and hence the inequality (3.2) holds. 
LEMMA 3.4. If P is ajinite set and P _C Y _C A’, then 
m,(Y - P, B\P) = m,( Y, B) - I P I . (3.3) 
Proof. Case 1. 01 = 0. The equation holds since 
1 Y - P 1 = / Y / - 1 P 1 and 1 B(Y)/ = 1 B’(Y - P)I , where B’ = B\P. 
Case 2. (Y is a limit ordinal. By the induction hypothesis 
m,(Y - P, B\P) = m,(Y) - 1 P I 
for every /I < 01. Both sides of this equation are continuous functions of 
/I (by 2.4), and (3.3) follows by taking the limit as /I ---f 01. 
Case 3. 01 = /3 + 1. Suppose that m,(Y, B) < k < co. Then there 
exists a tower T = (T,) E &(Y) such that m,(T,) = s (Vn < W) and 
s - d(T, B) < k. 
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Since P is a finite subset of Y, there is m < w  such that P C T, for all 
n 3 m. Let U be the tower (T, - P j m < n < w). By the induction 
hypothesis, 
m,(T, - P, B\P) = ma(T, , B) - ( P I = s - j P / (Vn 3 m), 
and so 
m,(Y - P, B\P) d s&J, B\P) - d(U, B\P) 
= s - j P 1 - d(T, B) < k - 1 P I . 
This inequality holds whenever m,(Y, B) < k < co. Therefore 
The reverse inequality is proved by a similar argument. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let E be a finite system of subsets of X. Then 
m,(Y, B + E) = m,(Y) - E(Y) 
holdsfor CY E On and Y C X. 
Proof. This follows by induction on 01 and the observation that, if 
T = (T,) E dB( Y, B), then E( 7’J is eventually constant and 
d(T, B + E) = d(T, B) + d(T, E). 
4. NECESSITY OF POSITIVE MARGINS 
In this section we prove that 
Trans B # o +- (‘v’a)(B E ~?(a)), (4.1) 
i.e., B E 9’(a) is a necessary condition for B to have a transversal. 
Theorem 1 says rather more than this. 
THEOREM 1. If (y. E On and B = (Bi 1 i E I) is a family of subsets of X 
and CD E Trans B, then 
m,(X) 3 W) 3 0. (4.2) 
Remark. The theorem clearly implies (4.1). For if @ E Trans B and 
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Y C X, then @ induces a transversal @’ (say) on the family B’ = B(Y) of 
subsets of Y and hence, by the theorem and (2.8), 
m,(Y) = m,( Y, B(Y)) 2 I(@‘, B’) 3 0. 
Proof of Theorem 1. If m,(X) = co, then (4.2) holds. Therefore we 
may assume that 
m,(X) = k < co. (4.3) 
We prove the theorem by transfinite induction on 01. 
Case 1. If 01 = 0, then (4.3) implies that X is finite and 
k=m,,(X)=[X/-jBl=Z(@)>O. 
Case 2. (Y is a limit ordinal. If p > k, then there is p < 01 such that 
mO(X) < p. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, 
P > m. 
This holds for anyp > k and hence k 3 I(@). 
Case 3. a = /3 + 1. We first prove the weaker result 
k 3 0. (4.4) 
By (4.3) J&X) # la. Consider any tower T = (T,) E &(X) with 
ms(T,J = s,(T) < co. 
Let Q = @(D(T)). The transversal @ of B induces a transversal 
@n = @ r W-J 
of the subsystem B(T,J = B I‘ I(T,J, Since the elements of Q are not used 
as representatives of the members of B(T,J, it follows by the induction 
hypothesis that 
This holds for each rz < w  and so 1 Q 1 < s,(T). But 1 Q 1 = d(T). 
Therefore, 
s,(T) - d(T) > 0. 
This inequality holds for every T E .&(X) and hence k = ~Q+~(X) > 0. 
This completes the proof of (4.4). 
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We now deduce (4.2). Consider any finite set P C X - @(I). Since 
Cp E Trans (B\P), it follows from (4.4) (applied to the system B\P) and 
Lemma 3.4 that 
m,(X) - j P I= m,(X - P, B\P) 3 0. 
Therefore, m,(X) > I P I whenever P is finite and I P j < I(@), and (4.2) 
follows. 
5. MARGINS BOUNDED BELOW 
In this section we prove some further results about the margin functions 
on the assumption that they are bounded below. In [8] Nash-Williams 
stated the conjecture that m, is submodular, i.e., 
m,(Yu 2) + m,(Yn z) G m,(Y) + m,(z) (5.1) 
holds for cy ~0n and Y, 2 C X. Lemma 5.1 shows that the stronger 
inequality (5.3) holds under the hypothesis (5.2). We do not know if (5.2) 
can be replaced by the weaker condition m,(W) > - co (VW C Y u Z), 
but the following example shows that some restriction must be placed upon 
the system B in order to prove (5.1). 
EXAMPLE. Let U = {ui 1 i < w}, V = {vi 1 i < w}, W = {wi 1 i < w} be 
mutually disjoint denumerable sets, and let B be the system 
Put Y = U U V, Z = V U W. Xt is easy to see that ml(Y) = ml(Z) = 0, 
and m,( Y n Z) = m,(V) = cc since z&(V) = o . For IZ < w  let T, be the 
tower ( Tnj ] j < co>, where Tnj = (ui ) i < n +.j> u (vi 1 i < IZ + 2j) u 
{wi I i < n +j). 
Then 
m,(T,J = (3n + 4j) - 4(n + j) = --n (Vj < co). 
Therefore, T, E ~A$(Y u Z) and m,(Y u Z) < sO(TJ = -n(Vn < w). 
Therefore m,(Y U Z) = - cc and the left side of (5.1) is meaningless. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let 01 E On, h < o, Y u Z C X and suppose that 
m,(W) 2 -h (vwc Yu Z). (5.2) 
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Then 
m,(Y u z) + m,(Yn 27 + I ICY u Z> - Z(Y) - z(z)1 < m,(Y) + m,(z). 
(5.3) 
Proof. For Y, Z _C X, let 
M( Y, Z, B) = Z( Y u Z) - Z(Y) - Z(Z). 
We prove the lemma by transfinite induction on CL 
CaseI. iy = 0. Since Z(Y u Z) is the disjoint union of Z(Y), 
Z(Z) - Z( Y n Z) and M( Y, Z), we have 
I Wu Z>l + I W’n Z)l - I MY, 91 = I B(Y)1 + I B(Z)I 
and (5.3) follows from the definition of m, 
Case 2. 01 a limit ordinal. By the inductive hypothesis, 
m,(yu z> + m,(yn z> - I WY, Z)l G m,(Y) + ma(Z) 
holds for all /I < 01 and (5.3) follows by continuity (2.4). 
Case 3. (Y = /I + 1. If either m,(Y) = CO or m,(Z) = co, then (5.3) 
holds trivially. Therefore we may assume that 
-2h <m,(Y) + m,(Z) < co. 
By (2.2) there are towers S = (S,) E &(Y), T = (T,) E &(Z) such that 
%(Y) = %@> - 4% m,(Z) = s,(T) - d(T). (5.4) 
Put 17, = S,, u T, , V, = S, n T, , U = <U,>. 
Using the functions F, D defined in Section 2, we now define the 
following subsets of I: 
J,, = D(S) n D(T), 
J1 = D(S) n F(T), 
Jz = F(S) n D(T), 
J3 = D(S) - Z(Z), 
J4 = D(T) - W’l 
MO = M(Y, Z) n D(U) 
Ml = M(Y, Z) n F(U). 
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It is easily seen that these seven sets are pairwise disjoint, 
and 
M, u Ml = M(Y, 2) 
D(S) LJ D(T) = u J, = J. 
n<4 
Since the margins (5.4) are finite so are D(S), D(T) and J. Put 
B’=BrI-J. 
By Lemma 3.3 and (2.3), 
-h < m,( W, B) < m,( W, B’) G mB( W, B’) (VWC Yu 2). 
Therefore, by the induction hypothesis applied to (S, , T, , B’) and 
Lemma 3.5, we have 
--2h < m&U,, B’) + m&V,, B’) + I M(S, , T, , B’)I 
< m&L , W + m&“, , W 
= md&> + I JCLI -t- m&T,) + I J(Td 
G G9 + dT) + I J, I + I J1 I = k say, (5.5) 
since J(S,) C J2, J(Tn) C J1 . Now k does not depend upon n and so there 
are m, u, v and an infinite set R C w  such that 
-h<m,(U,,B’)=u<co,--h<m,(V,,B’)=v<co, 
0 d 1 M(S, , T, , B’) j = m < co (Vn E R). 
(5.6) 
By the definition of Ml we see that 
MI C u MS, 3 T,) 
?ER 
and 
MI n MC% , TJ C MI n JW,,, , Tn+d (Vn < co). 
Also, 
Mb% , Tn , B’) = MC% , Tn , B) 
since J n M(Y, Z) = 0. It follows that 
I Ml I < $2 I MC%, , T, , B’) 1 = m. 
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Therefore, by (5.6), (5.5) and (5.4), we have 
u + v + I Ml I < dS) + s,(T) + I JI I + I Jz I 
= m,(Y) + m,(z) + 4s) + 4’0 + I JI I + I Jz I 
= ~0’) + m,(z) + (I Jo I + I JI I + I Js I> 
+ (I Jo I + I Jz I + I J4 I) + I J1 I + I Jz I 
= m,(Y) + m,(z) + I J I + I Jo I + I JI I + I J, I . (5.7) 
By (5.6), U* = <U, / n E R) E J$( Y u 2, B’). Therefore, since 
M, c D(u) = D(u*), 
we have 
m,(Y u 2, B’) < s~(U*, B’) - d(U*, B’) < u - 1 MO I . 
Also, V* = <V, I n E R) E SX$( Y n 2, B’) and so 
m,(Y n Z, B’) < ss(V*, B’) = v. 
It follows from these inequalities and Lemma 3.5 and (5.7) that 
m,(Y u z) + m,(y n Z> + I WY, Z)l 
< Q(Y u z, B’) + m,(Y n z, B’) - I J(Y u Z)l - I J(Yn Z)l 
+I~o/+/~II 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 5.2. Let 01 E On, A C X, B E P’(a) and 
m,(Y) b k (VY)(A 2 Y c X). (5.8) 
Suppose that A C YE C X and m,( YJ = k (Vi < UJ). Then 
and 
(n < w), (5.9) 
m m+l (5.10) 
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Proof. Since B E p(a), k >, 0. By (5.8) and Lemma 5.1, 
2k d m,(Y, u Y,> + m,(Y, n Y,) < m,(Y,) + m,(Yd = 2k. 
Therefore, by (5.8), m,(Y,, u Yr) = m,(Y,, n Y,) = k. Now (5.9) follows 
by induction on n. 
put s, = Ui<n Yi, S = (S, 1 n < w). Then S is a tower under 
Y* = (J Yi 
i<W 
with HZ,(&) = k(Vn < o), and so WZ,+~( Y*) < k. 
LEMMA 5.3. Let B E B(Q), BE B, ( B 1 < N, . Then there is an element 
b E B such that 
mdy, Cd Z 0 C’Y)(Y C A’ - {W, (5.11) 
where Cb = (B - (B))\(b). In other words, Cb E g(Q). 
Proof. Suppose the lemma is false. Then for each b E B there is a set 
Yb C X - {b} such that 
mOVb , CJ -c 0. (5.12) 
Put B’ = B - (B), Z, = Yb U (b}. By (5.12) and Lemma 3.4, 
m&G , B’) = mn(Yb , Cd + 1 < 1. 
By Lemma 3.3, B’ E B(Q). Therefore, 
m,(Z, , B’) = 0 (Vb E B). 
Case 1. B is covered by finitely many of the sets Zb . Say 
(5.13) 
where n < w  and (6, ,..., b,} C B. By (5.13) and Lemma 5.2 
mSa(K, B’) = 0. 
Then by Lemma 3.5, 
mn(K, B) = -1 
since B C K. This contradicts the hypothesis that B E &Q), So Case 1 is 
impossible. 
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Case 2. B is not covered by any finite union of the sets Z, . Then B is 
denumerable, say B = (bi 1 i < w>. Since b E Z, , we have 
BCK= uZbi. 
i<W 
By (5.13) and Lemma 5.2, 
w2+1K B’) < 0. 
Now Lemmas 3.1 and 3.5 yield the contradiction 
msa(K, B) = m&K, B) = mn+&K, B’) - 1 < 0. 
Thus Case 2 is also impossible. This contradiction proves the lemma. 
6. SUFFICIENCY OF NONNEGATIVE MARGINS 
In this section we prove that a countable system of sets B has a trans- 
versal if and only if B E P(Q). Our main result, Theorem 2, says more than 
this. 
THEOREM 2. Let B be a countable system of subsets of X. Then 
Trans(B) # 0 o B E .9’(Q). (6.1) 
Also, ifB E 9(Q) and mn(X) = k, then 
(V@)(@ E Trans(B) * I(@) < k) (6.2) 
(3@)(@ E Trans(B) & 1(Q) = k). (6.3) 
Proofof(6.1). If Tran@) # 0, then Trans(B(Y)) # iir for all 
Y C X and therefore mn(Y) 3 0 by Theorem 1. To complete the proof of 
(6.1) we must prove the implication in the opposite direction, i.e., 
B E .9+(Q) + Trans(B) # 0. F-4) 
Suppose B = (Bi 1 i E I) E 9’(Q). Let I1 = {i E I I 1 Bi 1 ,< X,}, 
B, = B r 1, . By Lemma 3.3 we have 
B1 Q 9(G). (6.5) 
It will be enough to prove that Trans(B,) # rz~. For if Q, E Transm) and 
I - I, = {i, 1 n < s}, where s < w, then we can successively choose 
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representatives x, E Bin - (@s(Z,) u {Xj j j < II]) for all n < s for the 
uncountable members of B. 
Since / Z1 I < K, , we may assume that Z1 = (n I n < t} for some t f w. 
We will construct a transversal of B, = (B, ( n < t} by successively 
choosing distinct representatives b, E B, (n < t) in the following way. 
Let n < t and suppose we have already chosen bi E Bi for i < n so that 
and 
bi i bj if i<j<n (6.6) 
C, = (B, - (Bi 1 i < n))\(bi 1 i < n} E P(Q). (6.7) 
Note that C, = B, E 9(Q). Put Bin = Bi - {bj ( j < n}. Then 
C, = <Bin j n < i < t>. 
By Lemma 5.3 there is an element b, E Bi* such that 
G - (Bnn))\V4 E ~P(J-4. 
Thus (6.6) and (6.7) hold with n replaced by n + 1 since 
CC, - @n”))\W = (B, - @i I i < n))\@, I i d n> = Cn+l. 
The sequence (b, 1 n < t) defined inductively in this way is a system of 
distinct representatives for B, . This shows that Trans(B,) # .@ and hence 
Tram(B) # M . This proves (6.4) and hence (6.1). 
Proofof(6.2). If k = co (6.2) holds trivially and if k < cc then (6.2) 
follows from Theorem 1. 
Proofof(6.3). Suppose B E ,9(Q) and msa(X) = k. Put X, = X for 
n < k and consider the system 
B*=B+(X,/O<n<k) 
obtained by adjoining k copies of X to B. We will show that 
B” E 9(Q). (6.8) 
Since B*(Y) = B(Y) if Y is a proper subset of X, we have 
rnp( Y, B”) = mn( Y, B) >, 0 wwc Xl. 
It remains to show that 
mo(X, B*) >, 0. (6.9) 
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Case 1. k < co. Then by Lemma 3.5, 
m&Y, B*) = m&Y, B) - k = 0. 
Case 2. k = co. Then mn(X) = k implies that X is an infinite set. 
Hence m,(X, B*) = co. Suppose that (6.9) is false. Then there is a least 
ordinal 01 such that 0 < a < Q and 
m,(X, B*) < co. (6.10) 
From the definition of m, it follows that a? is not a limit ordinal. Hence 
01 = p + 1 and ma(X, B*) = cc. By (6.10) there is a tower 
T=(Tjlj<w)~d$!C,B*) 
such that s(T, B*) = mB(Tj , B*) = s -=c 03 (V’ < co). Since 
m&Y, B*) -=c ~0, 
T, is a proper subset of X. Hence ms(Tj , B) = ma(Tj , B*) = s < co. 
Thus T E &X, B) and 
m,(X, B) < s - d(T, B) < ~0. 
This is a contradiction since m&X) < m,(X) by (2.3). This proves (6.9) 
and hence (6.8) holds. By (6.1), B* has a transversal and this induces a 
transversal CD, say, of B with at least k elements left over, i.e. l(a) 3 k. 
But l(Q) ,( k by (6.2) and so I(@) = k as required. 
7. EXAMPLES 
In this section examples are given to show that Theorem 2 is a best 
possible result in two senses. Example 1 shows that the hypothesis 
) B ] < K, cannot be dropped from Theorem 2 and Example 2 shows that 
the condition g(Q) cannot be replaced by @‘(a) for any 01 < Q. 
As usual, an ordinal number CII is identified with the set of all smaller 
ordinals, cy. = {/3 j /3 < a}. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let B = (CX ] w  < a? < Q), an uncountable system of 
denumerable sets. We first show that B E L?‘(Q). Let Y be any set of 
ordinals. If j Y j > N, , then ma(Y) = co by Lemma 3.2. If I Y / < X0, 
B(Y) is a countable system of denumerable sets and trivially any such 
family has a transversal. Hence ma(Y) > 0 by Theorem 1. This proves 
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that B E 8(Q). However, by a well-known theorem on regressive functions 
[I], Trans(B) = ia (f or if @(LX) E 01 (w < 01 <Q), then there is 0 < $2 
such that \{a 1 w  < 01 < Q & @(cx) = @}I = 83. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let 01 < B and let 
Ba = @ + 1 I B < ~(1 + a)), B = Ba + (~(1 + a)). 
It is easy to see that B* has the unique transversal E, where E(/3 + 1) = 
fl(V/l < ~(1 + a)), and hence Trans (B) = m . We will show that B E 9”(a) 
(and B $ .!?(a + 1)). In order to prove this, we need a lemma which 
describes the margin functions for Ba. 
For any set of ordinals Y, we shall denote by y(Y) the least ordinal 
y $ Y and put r(Y) = Y - y(Y). Thus Y is the disjoint union of the sets 
y(Y) u r(Y). In particular, for any ordinal 01, y(o1) = 01 and r(a) = m . 
LEMMA 7.1. Leth<ol<SZ,Y!CsZ.Then 
rnA(Y, B”) = g’y’J iv- Y(Y) < 4 + 4, 
if Y(Y) 2 41 + A). (7.1) 
Proof. Our proof will be by induction on A. We write m,(Y) for 
MY, Be). 
Cusel. h=O. 
(4 Suppose y(Y) < w. If Y is infinite, then so is r(Y) and 
m,(Y) = co = I r(Y)] . 
If Y is finite, then m,(Y) =: I Y j - j B”( Y)I = 1 Y 1 - ) r(Y)] = j r(Y)1 _ 
(b) Suppose y(Y) >, w. Then Y is infinite and m,(Y) = 00. 
Case 2. h is a limit ordinal. 
(a) If y(Y) < w(I + A), then there is a least ordinal A, < h such that 
y(Y) < ~(1 + A,). Then, by the induction hypothesis, 
m,(Y) = 4~ < 44, m,(Y) = I WI& < II -=c 4 
and hence mA(Y) = inf,,, m,(Y) = ) r(Y)1 . 
(b) If y(Y) >, o(1 + A), then m,(Y) = 00 for all p < X and hence 
m,(Y) = 00. 
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Case3. h =p + 1. 
Case 3a. y(Y) < ~(1 + A). We will first prove that 
m,,(Y) < I dY)I . (7.2) 
If y(Y) < ~(1 + p), then (7.2) is obvious since, by (2.3) and the induc- 
tion hypothesis, 
mm G wL(Y> = I do. 
Suppose now that ~(1 + ,u) < y(Y) < ~(1 + A). Put 
z = @ I 4 + P> d P < Y(Y)}. 
Then Y = ~(1 + CL) u Z u r(Y). Let (yn j IZ < w) be any sequence of 
ordinals such that yO < y1 < **a < ~(1 + p) = lim yn, and put 
T, = yn u z u r(Y). 
Then T = (T, ) n < w) is a tower under Y and, by the induction hypo- 
thesis, 
m,U’n) = I rV’n)l = I Z I + I r(Vl . 
If 1 r(Y)/ = co, then (7.2) holds trivially and so we may assume that 
/ Y( Y)l < cc. Then m,(T,) is a finite constant which does not depend upon 
n. Since p + 1 E D(T)(Vp E Z), it follows that 
m#‘) < I Z I + I r(Y)l - I D(T)1 ,< I V)l. 
This completes the proof of (7.2). 
We now prove the reverse inequality 
%(Y> 2 I r(Y)1 * (7.3) 
If mn( Y) = co, then (7.3) holds trivially. So we assume that mA(Y) < co 
and hence that d@(Y) # @. Consider any tower T = (T,) E da(Y). Let 
m,(T,) = s,(T) = s < co. (7.4) 
By (7.4) and the induction hypothesis, it follows that y(T,) < ~(1 + p) 
and I r(T,)I = s (n < w). Let D = D(T). If p E D, then ,8 + 1 C Y and 
p + 1 g T, and hence 
y(Tn) < P + 1 < y(Y) (n < w). 
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Therefore D C Y\r(Y) and D n T, C r(T,J (n < w). If W is any finite 
subset of D u r(Y), then W C r( T,> for some n < w  and hence, ] W ] < s. 
Therefore D u r(Y) is a finite set and D u r(Y) C r(T,J for some n, < w. 
Therefore, 
s,(T) - 4V t I D u r(Y)1 - I D I = I V>l . 
Since this holds for any tower T E .&‘,(Y), (7.3) follows and the proof of 
(7.1) is complete for this case. 
Case 3b. y(Y) 2 ~(1 + A). Suppose there is a tower T = (T,) E d@(Y). 
Let m,(r,) = s,(T) = s < 00 Then, by the induction hypothesis, 
y(T,) < ~(1 + p) and I r(T,)I = s. There is a finite set 
such that I W I > s. Since y(Y) 2 ~(1 + X), we have W c Y. Hence there 
is IZ < w  such that W C T,, and since y(T,J -c ~(1 + p), we have 
W c r(T,). This is impossible. Therefore dU(Y) = @ and m,(Y) = CD. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 7.1. 
Now consider the system B = Ba + (~(1 + a)>. Let Y C G?. We want 
to show that 
m,(Y, W 2 0. (7.5) 
If w(1 + a) C Y, then B(Y) = BE(Y) + (~(1 + a)) and so, by Lemma 3.5, 
m,( Y, B) = m,( Y, BU) - 1. 
But, by Lemma 7.1, m&Y, BE) = 03 and so (7.5) holds in this case. Now 
suppose that ~(1 + a) !& Y. Then B(Y) = B”(Y) and so m,(Y, B) = 
m,(Y, B”) 3 0. Thus (7.5) holds and B E P(U). 
As we have already remarked, the system B does not have a transversal. 
We now prove the stronger assertion that 
By the lemma, m,+,(o(l + 01), B”+l) = 0. Therefore, since 
B=+Wl + 4) + (41 + 4) = B(w(l + a)), 
it follows by Lemma 3.5, that 
m,+,(4 + 4 B) = -1. 
Hence B $ P(cy. + 1). 
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8. SYSTEMS WITH COUNTABLY MANY DENUMERABLE SETS 
For brevity, we write B E 9, if B = <Bi / i E Z) is a system of sets such 
that (i)/ Bi 1 < bt,(Vi E Z) and (ii)l(i t Z ) j Bi j 3 K,}I < N, . We shall prove 
(Theorem 4) that a system B E 9,, has a transversal if and only if B E 9’(Q). 
Also we write B E F if B has only finitely many infinite members and 
B E So if B E 9 and every Bi E B is countable (that is, &, = F n 9,,). 
Necessary and sufficient conditions have been given [2, 31 for a system 
B E 9 to have a transversal. Nash-Williams conjectured that if B E 9 and 
I B 1 d X, , then 
Trans (B) # m o B E P(1). (8.1) 
We will prove (Theorem 5) the stronger result that (8.1) holds whenever 
B E F0 . (It is easy to see that this implies Nash-Williams’ conjecture. For, 
ifBESand JB/ <N,, thenB=B,+B,, whereB,E%andB,isa 
finite family of uncountable sets. Clearly B has a transversal if and only if 
B, has.) We remark that (8.1) is not true for arbitrary B E 9. To see this 
consider the system 
consisting of the singletons {a> (a < 9) and just one uncountable set D. 
Clearly, Trans (B) = ~zj. Let Y be any set. If I Y 1 > N, , then m,(Y) = 01) 
by Lemma 3.2. If 1 Y j <N,, then B(Y) has a transversal and hence 
m,(Y) > 0 by Theorem 1. Hence B E 8(l) and (8.1) is false. 
In order to prove our results we quote the following theorem from [7]. 
THEOREM 3. Zf cy E On and B E BW then Trans (B) # o if and only if 
Trans (B’) # ia (VB’)(B’ C B & j B’ ( < X,). (8.2) 
We now deduce the following. 
THEOREM 4. Zf B is a system of sets and B E go , then Trans B # 0 if 
and only if 
mm 3 0, (VY)(YCX&l Yl GXN,) (8.3) 
or equivalently 
B E P(G). (8.4) 
Proof. If B has a transversal, then (8.3) holds by Theorem 1. Con- 
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versely, (8.3) implies that (8.2) holds with 01 = 0; so B has a transversal by 
Theorem 3. Finally, (8.3) is equivalent to (8.4) by Lemma 3.2. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let B E F, B E P(1). Then 
mu) = m,(Y) 
for any set Y C X. 
Proof. By (2.6) it will be enough to prove that m,(Y) = m,(Y) for all 
Y. Suppose this is false. Then there is a set Y such that mz(Y) < ml(Y). 
Hence there is a tower T = <T, ( n < W) E &r(Y) such that 
ml(Tn) = s,(T) = s < co (Vn < w) 63.5) 
and 
s - d(T) < m,(Y). (8.6) 
Since B E 9 we can assume that the sets T, in the tower each contain the 
same infinite members of B, say k of them. 
Since B E P(l), we have s > 0. Hence for n < w  there is a tower 
T, = <Tn.< [ i < W) E Jaz,(T,) such that 
mo(Tn,J = & < 02 G < ~1, (8.7) 
s = s, - 4TrJ. (8.8) 
By (8.7), the sets Tn,i are all finite and hence d(T,) = k(n < w). Therefore, 
by (8.8), s, = s,, (n < w). Since Y = WI1 ui T,,i is denumerable, we can 
successively choose indices i,(n < w) so that 
where S, = Tn,(, . Then S = (S,) E &o(Y) and so 
ml(y) < so - d(S). 
But d(S) = k f d(T). Therefore, 
ml(Y) d s - d(T) < ml(Y). 
This contradiction proves the lemma. 
THEOREM 5. Let B E F. . Then 
Trans (B) # o o B E 8(l). 
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Proof. By Theorem 1, Trans(B) # o 3 B E B(1). Conversely, if 
B E 8(l), then B E P(Q) by Lemma 8.1. Then B has a transversal by 
Theorem 4, since gO _C .90 . 
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